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Executive summary 36 

The aim of this guideline is to establish the regulatory/technical and scientific requirements applicable 37 
to veterinary medicinal products (VMP) specifically designed for phage therapy and composed of 38 
bacteriophages.  39 

Bacteriophages are viruses that infect bacteria and do not have the capacity to infect eukaryotic cells. 40 
Their action is linked to their lytic activity, generally restricted to specific bacterial strains. Additionally, 41 
the interaction bacteriophage-host bacteria is a dynamic process and host bacteria might develop 42 
resistance against bacteriophages with some frequency.  43 

Consequently, VMP based on bacteriophages are expected to require frequent changes in composition 44 
for the bacteriophage strain(s) in order to maintain efficacy/circumvent resistance development in 45 
relation to the intended indication. 46 

Phage therapies are defined as novel therapies (NTs) by Regulation (EU) 2019/6. Additionally, 47 
Regulation (EU) 2021/805 amending Annex II to Regulation (EU) 2019/6 includes general and specific 48 
requirements applicable to NTs, and specific provisions for phage therapy.  49 

This guideline addresses how these provisions can be applied in practice for bacteriophage-based 50 
products for phage therapy. 51 

1.  Introduction (background) 52 

Bacteriophages are present in the whole biosphere: in waters, soils, plants, food, on the skin, mucous 53 
membranes and in the digestive tract. They are present in large quantities wherever bacteria can be 54 
found.  55 

The vast majority (96%) of bacteriophages belong to the Caudovirales order (tailed viruses) and are 56 
most often non-enveloped viruses with double stranded DNA. Bacteriophages of interest in phage 57 
therapy predominantly belong to three morphotypes: myo-, podo- and siphoviruses (Monribot A et al. 58 
2021). 59 

Bacteriophages as therapy have been used since the beginning of the past century, both in humans 60 
and animals. Although their use in humans was abandoned in Western countries in favour of antibiotic 61 
therapies, phage therapy continued to be practiced in Eastern Europe (Chanishvili N, 2016). In some 62 
countries (e.g. Georgia), the use of phage therapy in humans has never stopped and it is still applied, 63 
over primarily against antimicrobial resistant (AMR) pathogenic bacteria. Within veterinary medicine, 64 
phage therapy has been used in chickens, cattle and pigs (Loponte R et al. 2021). 65 

Currently, bacteriophages are reappearing in the therapeutic arsenal as a potential alternative to 66 
antibiotic therapy (or to complement the latter) as a salvage therapy in therapeutic dead end, due to 67 
increasing antibiotic resistance.  68 

Some studies show phage-antibiotic synergies, often characterised by a reduced emergence of 69 
antibiotic and/or phage resistance in bacteria (Chaudhry WN et al. 2017).  70 

Pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2019/6 veterinary medicines composed of bacteriophages are considered 71 
novel therapies and, as such, the following sections of Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 apply: 72 

• Requirements for biological veterinary medicinal products other than immunological veterinary 73 
medicinal products (section IIIa). 74 
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• General requirements for novel therapies veterinary medicinal products (sections V.1.1. to through 75 
V.1.4.). 76 

• Veterinary medicinal product specifically designed for phage therapy (sections V.1.5.4.). 77 

It is recognised in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 that due to the specific nature of bacteriophage 78 
products, adaptation of the general rules may be acceptable, and the regulatory framework is expected 79 
to be flexible because: 80 

− Phage therapy VMP may consist of monophage or multiphage preparations whose composition may 81 
require to be regularly updated/reconditioned, due to the narrow bacterial host ranges, the 82 
development of resistance against the bacteriophages, and the immune response of the treated 83 
animal (against both, the bacteriophages and the bacteria).  84 

− Technical/scientific requirements for novel therapy products should be proportionate to the risks 85 
associated with their intended uses, that are dependent on: the target animal species (i.e. pets or 86 
livestock animals), the indication (prophylaxis, treatment and/or metaphylaxis), the intended 87 
treatment (i.e. individual and/or customised, first line or last resort treatments), the route of 88 
administration, dosage form and concomitant use with other medicines e.g. antibiotics. 89 

This current guideline addresses, among other aspects, the regulatory, technical and scientific basis 90 
applicable to the quality, safety and efficacy of phage therapy veterinary medicinal products where a 91 
variable composition of the final product is expected. The authorisation of phage products with flexible 92 
qualitative and quantitative composition is expected to require suitable scientific knowledge, risk based 93 
approaches, appropriate quality risk management and pharmaceutical quality systems. 94 

Due to the biological complexity and nascent nature of veterinary medicinal products specifically 95 
designed for phage therapy (none have yet been centrally authorised in the EU), the advice given in 96 
this document is general and do not enter into details. Developers are encouraged to seek early advice 97 
at the national or European level to guide product development. 98 

2.  Scope 99 

The guideline specifically concerns bacteriophage products for prophylactic, metaphylactic and/or 100 
therapeutic treatment of one or more specific bacterial infection(s) or infectious disease(s) caused by 101 
bacteria, or dysbiotic conditions, where efficacy of treatment is linked to the lytic activity of 102 
bacteriophages that confers bactericidal activity with specificity for the bacterial strains concerned. 103 

The lytic bacteriophages included in VMPs may be natural, or optimised, for e.g. enhanced potency or 104 
broader bacterial host range by classical microbiological in vitro selection methods, or genetic 105 
engineering (molecular biology) methods.  106 

Other uses of bacteriophages in veterinary medicine, e.g. use of bacteriophage particles as display 107 
platforms for vaccines or use of temperate/integrating bacteriophages to modulate bacterial 108 
phenotypes, are outside the scope of this guideline.  109 

Likewise, bacteriophage-derived products (e.g. lysins or other enzymes), or magistral formulae 110 
composed of bacteriophage(s) are outside the scope of this guideline. 111 

3.  Legal basis 112 

This guideline should be read in conjunction with Regulation (EU) 2019/6, Regulation (EU) 2021/805 113 
amending Annex II to Regulation (EU) 2019/6, and supportive texts listed in References.  114 
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4.  Initial marketing authorisation application requirements 115 

for phage therapy VMPs 116 

In general, the requirements stated in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 should be followed. The 117 
particularities applicable to an initial marketing authorisation for phage therapy are described in this 118 
Section 4.  119 

One of the innovations in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 is the application of risk-based principles 120 
for NT VMPs. Thus, if scientifically justified and based on the required specific product properties and 121 
appropriate identification and assessment of risks to target animals, users, consumers and the 122 
environment, requirements in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 may be adapted. 123 

Due to the complexity of NT VMPs such as phage therapy products, apart from the adapted 124 
requirements listed in this guideline, there may be further instances where requirements may be 125 
adapted but this cannot be pre-specified and it must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, based on 126 
specific characteristics of the product.  127 

The principles in the proactive risk-based approach used to determine whether adaptations of Annex II 128 
of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 requirements are possible are described in section V.1.1.4. through V.1.1.6 129 
of Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6.  130 

When proposed adaptations of Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 requirements cause risks to quality, 131 
safety, efficacy or traceability of the product, control/mitigation measures should be established to 132 
ensure that such risks remain at acceptable levels.  133 

This risk management approach is clarified and detailed in this guideline. To facilitate direct, practical 134 
use of the guidance provided when drafting dossiers for marketing authorisation applications, this 135 
guideline uses the same structure (headings) of Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6. Only sections for 136 
which advice is given in this guideline are included below. 137 

Finally, Section 5 describes the requirements applicable to variations of an initial marketing 138 
authorisation (for example, addition of new bacteriophage strains not previously authorised in the 139 
marketing authorisation). 140 

4.1.  Administrative information (Part 1) 141 

Product information 142 

The qualitative and quantitative composition of the product should include all monophages that may be 143 
present in the product. The host bacterial species should also be indicated. 144 
The monophages included in the final product are to be stated on the label.  145 

The indication is expected, in general, to be for prophylactic, metaphylactic and/or therapeutic use, of 146 
one or more specific infection(s) or infectious disease(s) caused by specific bacteria or dysbiotic 147 
conditions.  148 

While phage therapy may be intended as an alternative to antibiotics, in some cases, concomitant use 149 
of phage products and antibiotics may be relevant in the field. If intended, this must be supported  150 
with appropriate data and the conditions defined in the dossier and in the product information. If no 151 
data are presented, a corresponding text should be included in the product information to prevent the 152 
concomitant use of phage products and antibiotics. 153 
For multiphage products, if individual monophage components intended for concomitant administration 154 
are provided in different primary containers, information on such use should be provided. If mixing of 155 
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the monophage components by the end user is required, information on mixing prior to administration 156 
and in-use shelf life after mixing should be provided.  157 

4.2.  Quality documentation (Section IIIa.2 Part 2) 158 

The principles in the proactive risk-based approach essentially corresponds to the quality risk 159 
management principles laid out especially in ICH Q8, Q9 and Q11 guidelines. These guidelines are not 160 
directly applicable to VMP but they could be used for additional guidance.  161 

Briefly, for phage products, evaluation of the quality risks associated with any proposed adaptations of 162 
Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 requirements should take into consideration the following factors:  163 

• The variable composition of the final product (adaptations described in this guideline are intended 164 
for phage products with a flexible composition on bacteriophages). 165 

• The intended quality, safety and efficacy characteristics of the product, considering e.g., the 166 
indications, epidemiological situation in the field (development of bacterial resistance against 167 
phages or changes in the epidemiology of bacterial pathogen(s) in the field), route of 168 
administration, dosage form, bioavailability, strength, concomitant use with other products and 169 
stability, etc (see under quality target product profile QTPP in Definitions). 170 

• The critical quality attributes (CQA) of active substances and final product (see under CQA and 171 
specifications in Definitions). 172 

• The characteristics of the manufacturing process(es) (see under critical and key process 173 
parameters in Definitions). 174 

• The defined and controlled quality of the starting materials, including characterisation and 175 
specification of phage and bacteria banks and the characterisation of the active substances. 176 

• The stability of the active substance and the finished product. 177 
• The accumulated commercial manufacturing knowledge and post-authorisation pharmacovigilance 178 

database for this or similar products. 179 
• Current scientific knowledge. 180 

To ensure a consistent quality of phage products, a comprehensive control strategy is necessary 181 
considering the abovementioned aspects. 182 

Manufacturers should document the ability of their quality systems to ensure that throughout the 183 
entire product lifecycle, the proposed control/mitigation measures are reviewed, updated and corrected 184 
on a continuous basis, to remain fit-for-purpose.   185 

IIIa.2A1. Qualitative and quantitative composition 186 

According to Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, a flexible composition of phage products is expected 187 
to be the usual situation; in this section, this principle is detailed and clarified. 188 

Phage products with fixed qualitative and quantitative composition:  189 

Depending on product characteristics, declaration of a fixed qualitative and quantitative composition 190 
may remain relevant for certain phage products. 191 

Briefly, this comprises listing of (i) active substance(s), (ii) excipients, (iii) accompanying 192 
reconstitution solvent(s), (iii) container(s) and container closure(s) for finished product and any 193 
accompanying solvent(s), and (iv) devices required for delivery. 194 

Phage products with flexible qualitative and quantitative composition: 195 
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Where a flexible composition of the phage product is sought applicants should provide the following 196 
information for the parental phage product (see Definitions): 197 

1. Qualitative composition: Description of all different bacteriophage strains which may be included in 198 
the composition of the final product, including phages not used in key safety and efficacy studies 199 
during product development, but where existing knowledge is sufficiently predictive to justify their 200 
registration as part of the flexible product composition.  201 

2. Range for the quantitative composition: 202 

a.   Minimum and maximum number of monophage components in the final product. 203 

                (i)  Justification should be provided for the inclusion of each monophage components. 204 

                (ii)  For each monophage as well as the phage product as a whole, minimum and maximum 205 
levels of bacteriophage per unit or dose should be defined. 206 

The customization of phage products based on monophage components included in the approved 207 
dossier for the parental product means that manufacturers may pick monophage components from 208 
those included in the approved dossier for the parental product, to match the geographical distribution 209 
and phage resistance patterns of targeted bacterial pathogens in different countries, or even on a 210 
case-by-case basis for individual bacterial disease outbreaks. Thus, different compositions of the 211 
parental product can be marketed at the same time or at different times in the same/different 212 
country(ies) to address different epidemiological needs (see under product updates in Definitions).  213 

Such customisation of phage products does not require variation applications. 214 

IIIa.2A2. Product development 215 

The justification of product composition and manufacturing process robustness may be particularly 216 
complex for phage products. Special attention to these issues during development of the parental 217 
product may leverage maximal flexibility for any product, and ease product updates.  218 

These issues are therefore detailed and clarified below. 219 

Justification of the composition:  220 

Regardless of whether the final product contains one or more monophage components, justification for 221 
the choice of the monophage components (phage strains) should be provided.  222 

When flexibility in quantitative and qualitative composition is proposed, it should not carry with it 223 
unacceptable risks for quality, safety, efficacy and traceability of the phage composition of the final 224 
product. 225 

See annex I of this guideline for further details. 226 

Robustness of manufacturing processes and associated analytic technologies towards changes in the 227 
identity and quantity of monophage components: 228 

The documentation required to support a flexible composition is minimised if the anticipated changes 229 
to the product composition do not cause substantial changes to manufacturing processes, and 230 
associated analytical technologies (e.g. assays used for process quality control, batch release and 231 
stability studies). 232 

At the same time, it is acknowledged that even in the simplest cases of flexible composition, e.g. 233 
exchange of a monophage component by another, the upstream part of the manufacturing process 234 
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(amplification of phage strains in bacterial hosts) may have to be changed, for example, if a new 235 
bacterial host may be needed.  236 

Yet, it is expected that it may be technically possible to ensure that the downstream part of 237 
manufacturing processes (purification and formulation) is relatively robust towards upstream changes 238 
in phage strains and bacterial hosts. 239 

Also, for multiphage products, it may be possible to design the blending and final formulation steps so 240 
that changes in the manufacture of monophage components are less likely to have adverse effects on 241 
the overall quality of final product.  242 

Thus, the scientific understanding of the composition and manufacturing process(es) for the parental 243 
product, as well as a proactive, rational design of the process(es) to ensure robustness towards 244 
changes which may be required, are expected in order to allow a degree of regulatory flexibility.  245 

Knowledge-based and documented understanding of the relationship between manufacturing process 246 
CPP and critical quality attributes for CQA for phage products is expected to increase the flexibility 247 
when updates need to be made to multiphage products, to overcome development of resistance (such 248 
as for example changes in the total number of monophage components or exchanges of one 249 
monophage component for another).  250 

This may optionally involve enhanced approaches to product development, to gain a deeper 251 
understanding of the relationship between critical parameters in the manufacturing process(es) and 252 
product quality, thereby allowing flexibility in operating conditions for manufacturing processes without 253 
adverse effects on product quality, safety and efficacy (see under traditional and enhanced 254 
manufacturing process development in Definitions section).  255 

IIIa.2A3. Characterisation 256 

Based on current experience with bacteriophage products, the following set of requirements is 257 
expected to be sufficient for characterisation of monophage preparations in most cases (see definition 258 
of monophage preparation in Definitions):  259 

• Genetic characterisation (see Annex II to this guideline)  260 

• Phenotypic characterisation (using appropriate in vitro microbiology methods, as scientifically 261 
justified) 262 

• Host range  263 

• Absence of lysogenic activity 264 

• Potency (lytic activity) for relevant bacterial pathogens. 265 

Determination of some of the abovementioned characteristics may be omitted, if scientifically justified.  266 

On the other hand, depending on intended product use (see under quality target product profile in 267 
Definitions and Annex I), it may be appropriate to determine other phenotypic phage characteristics, 268 
for example (non-binding examples): 269 

• Activity on bacterial biofilms 270 

• Antagonism/synergy with antibiotics, if relevant. 271 

For genetically engineered bacteriophages and chemically modified bacteriophages, the modifications 272 
must be described and their effects characterised.  273 
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Determination of phage morphology is generally recommended (e.g. by electron microscopy), and 274 
considered especially relevant where bioinformatic analysis is not sufficient for phage classification. 275 

The bacterial hosts used to amplify bacteriophages should be free of nucleic acid sequences coding for 276 
(i) toxins, (ii) elements conferring antibiotic resistance, (iii) prophages, and (iv) any other genetic 277 
elements considered to be predictive for detrimental effects on safety or efficacy of product.  If 278 
freedom from prophages is not possible, it should be justified that this has no detrimental effects on 279 
the safety and efficacy of the bacteriophage product. An adequate threshold of the maximal amount of 280 
prophages in the final product should be set. The maximal amount of excised prophages should be 281 
close to the detection limit using PCR-based technics. 282 

Process and product-related impurities shall be addressed, as stated in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 283 
2019/6.  284 

IIIa.2B. Production and control of starting materials 285 

Bacteriophages may be isolated from any relevant source (environmental, clinical or other relevant 286 
sources). The used bacteriophages must be strictly lytic, and the source must be adequately described 287 
to the extent possible. The origins of bacteriophages and matched bacterial hosts should be described, 288 
including, as far as possible, isolation procedures and subsequent manipulations the materials may 289 
have undergone. 290 

Monophage preparations should be manufactured from characterised and quality-controlled seed lots of 291 
phages. Similarly, characterised and quality-controlled seed lots of matched bacterial host are used. 292 
For bacteriophages as well as matched bacterial hosts, the seed lot systems should ensure the genetic 293 
and phenotypic stability together with the viability of the material, and the maximal allowable number 294 
of passages of seed lots must be established. 295 

Antibiotics are not expected to be used during production, and toxic chemicals traditionally used for 296 
phage purification should be avoided (e.g. chloroform). If this is not possible, these substances should 297 
be quantified and controlled in the final product. 298 

IIIa.2C. Control tests on the finished product 299 

A non-binding guidance example for a quality control test panel on finished phage product is given in 300 
the table below. For all quality control tests, in vitro methods are expected to be sufficient.  301 

Table: Non-binding guidance example for a minimal test panel on finished phage product 302 

Quality control test on the finished product Comments 

Identity of individual bacteriophage active 
substance(s)  

Can be established using for example nucleic 
acid amplification technologies.  

For multiphage products, identity of each 
monophage component should be documented.  

Products should not contain bacteriophages 
other than those intentionally added as active 
substances. If contaminating phages cannot be 
avoided in products (e.g. prophages derived 
from bacterial host cells), maximum acceptable 
levels should be set. 
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Quality control test on the finished product Comments 

Potency of individual bacteriophage active 
substance(s) 

Can be documented as viable phage per unit or 
dose, using for example titration on appropriate 
bacterial host cells (plaque-forming units per 
mL), or other potency assays as scientifically 
justified.  

If possible, evidence that the selected potency 
assays correlates with clinical efficacy should be 
provided. 

For multiphage products, potency should be 
determined for each monophage component. 
This is expected to be technically possible in the 
majority of cases. For monophage components 
where specific bacterial host cells are not 
available, it may be possible to adapt alternative 
approaches, if scientifically justified.  

Pyrogen content Content of gram-negative endotoxin and/or 
gram-positive pyrogens, depending on bacterial 
host(s) used for phage propagation.  

In vivo pyrogen tests should be avoided. 

Total protein concentration No comments. 

Residual/free nucleic acid content (DNA and RNA 
if relevant) 

Residual free nucleic acid content (unpackaged 
DNA/RNA from viral origin and bacterial 
DNA/RNA residues). 

Host cell DNA DNA derived from bacterial host cells, excluding 
phage DNA.  

May be omitted if manufacturing process(es) 
have been validated as providing sufficient 
clearance. 

Other impurities Chemicals used during manufacture, etc. 

General tests pH, osmolality etc, as relevant. 

Water content If lyophilised. 

Sterility No comments. 

It is recognised that in cases where the robustness of manufacturing process(es) towards anticipated 303 
post-marketing product updates have been explored already during the development of the parental 304 
product by means of enhanced process development approaches (see Definitions), this may justify the 305 
use of wider and more flexible specification ranges than traditionally used (see 306 
EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/354895/2017). 307 

IIIa.2D. Batch-to-batch consistency 308 
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It is generally recommended that batch-to-batch consistency is documented based on three 309 
commercial-scale batches.  310 

For multiphage products where product compositions are expected to be flexible, it is acceptable to 311 
document manufacturing consistency using batches with the maximal number of monophage 312 
components. 313 

IIIa.2E. Stability tests 314 

It is generally recommended that stability of the product is documented based on three commercial-315 
scale batches, using batches with the maximum number of monophage components. 316 

If scientifically justified, stability data may be partly provided post-authorisation. The shortest shelf life 317 
for the currently authorised strains is applied in the meantime. 318 

4.3.  Safety documentation (Safety and residue tests; Section IIIa.3 Part 3)  319 

Requirements for a marketing authorisation application are established in Regulation (EU) 2019/6, and 320 
are specified in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, Section IIIa for biological VMPs other than 321 
immunological VMP. The documentation accompanying the application for a marketing authorisation 322 
shall be presented in accordance with Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6.  323 

In line with the requirements for NT VMPs detailed in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, the 324 
requirements for safety may be adapted if scientifically justified and based on the required specific 325 
product properties. Specific safety concerns may be related to natural, engineered or synthetic type 326 
bacteriophages. These risks should be pro-actively identified applying a risk profiling methodology and 327 
taking into account the quality risk management approaches detailed in the section on quality 328 
documentation. If, safety risks cannot be excluded, it may be possible to reduce such risks to 329 
acceptable levels by instating control/mitigation measures. As a general principle, the CVMP and VICH 330 
guidelines concerning safety are applicable.  331 

To obtain a marketing authorisation for bacteriophage VMP in food producing species, MRLs status shall 332 
be considered in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 470/2009 in advance, for all pharmacologically 333 
active substances for the concerned food-producing animal species and relevant tissues or products 334 
(e.g., milk, eggs, honey). These include the active substance(s)1 and excipient(s)2. Additionally, a 335 
withdrawal period should be established (even when withdrawal period is zero). The European 336 
Medicines Agency (EMA) should be consulted for the need for an MRL evaluation. 337 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the requirements presented in this guideline only address the 338 
active substance bacteriophages. Should a product contain excipients or active substances other than 339 
bacteriophages, their safety have to be shown according to requirements presented in Annex II of 340 
Regulation (EU) 2019/6. 341 

 

1 The establishment of maximal residue limits (MRL), as set out in Commission regulation (EU) 470/2009 for the establishment of residue limits 
of pharmacologically active substances in foodstuffs of animal origin, is not addressed in this guideline. 
Two positive outcomes of the MRL assessment will be anticipated:  
1) The inclusion of the substance(s) in the list of (chemical-unlike) biological substances considered as not requiring an MRL evaluation following 
Annex I of Regulation (EU) No. 2018/782, with regard to residues of veterinary medicinal products in foodstuffs of animal origin. 
2) The inclusion of the substance(s) in Table 1 of the Annex to Commission Regulation (EU) No 
37/2010 on pharmacologically active substances and their classification regarding maximum residue limits in foodstuffs of animal origin. 
2 Excipients can either be included in Regulation (EU) No 37/2010 or in the list of " Substances considered as not falling within the scope of 
regulation (EC) No 470/2009 with regard to residues of veterinary medicinal products in foodstuffs of animal origin" (EMA/CVMP/519714/2009) 
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IIIa.3A. Safety tests 342 

Safety tests should address target animal safety, user safety and environmental risk assessment.  343 

For details on target animal safety studies, please see the section on tolerance in the target animal 344 
species in section 4.4.1 of this guideline.  345 

Requirements from Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, chapter IIIa are applicable to a representative 346 
monophage or multiphage preparation for which the full safety package should be provided, in 347 
principle. 348 

Studies (including toxicology and special studies) could be carried out with representative monophage 349 
or multiphage preparations representing worst case scenarios in terms of safety concerns (for 350 
example, containing the maximum amount of protein and/or titre in any phage combination). The final 351 
product could be used.  352 

Extrapolation between comparable strains of bacteriophages, or between target animal species, or 353 
different route of administrations may be possible based on representative/validated in vitro or in vivo 354 
parameters or in well justified cases, based on scientific justification for respective safety studies.  355 

IIIa.3A1. Precise identification of the product and of its active substance(s) 356 

Requirements detailed for biological veterinary medicinal products other than immunological veterinary 357 
medicinal products in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 for this point might not be adequate for 358 
bacteriophage VMP. 359 

The identification of the active substance (s) should be tailored for biological (viruses) entities and 360 
based on the requirements for identification used in quality part. 361 

The formulation of the product should be in line with point 2.A.1. (Qualitative and quantitative 362 
composition) and it is recommended to be included in this section. Cross reference should be avoided. 363 

IIIa.3A2. Pharmacology 364 

It is necessary to provide pharmacological data for the bacteriophage VMP to characterize the 365 
mechanism of action and pharmacodynamic findings relevant for the safety evaluation. However, 366 
absence of studies in laboratory animals could be justified by reference to existing data and data from 367 
target animal species studies. 368 

Since bacteriophages are actively replicated only when they encounter their target bacteria, the 369 
pharmacological data needed for the safety could be drawn from studies in the target animal species 370 
submitted in part 4 of the dossier, provided that these have been adequately designed to address this 371 
evaluation. Whilst conventional absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) studies may 372 
not be appropriate/possible, the applicant should provide information concerning the absorption from 373 
the site of administration and dissemination to other anatomical locations, together with information 374 
concerning expected degradation pathways, and should take into account situations when the product 375 
will be used in target animals without active bacterial infection and when the product will be used for 376 
treatment in target animals with presence of the host bacteria of the bacteriophage strain(s). The data 377 
should be derived from appropriate sources (e.g., dedicated PK/PD studies, in vitro models, pilot 378 
efficacy studies, or a combination of these), as scientifically justified by product characteristics.  379 

Due to the novel and complex nature of phage products, it is not possible to provide guidance beyond 380 
the general principles outlined above.  381 
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IIIa.3A3. Toxicology 382 

Bacteriophage products within the scope of this guideline are biologicals which do not propagate in 383 
eukaryotic cells, and are not expected to exert direct pharmacologic effects in target animals (as 384 
opposed to for example cytokines, hormones, antibodies against self-molecules, etc), i.e., there is no 385 
mechanism-based concern for toxicity in target animals or humans.  386 

Furthermore, target animals as well as humans are naturally exposed to high amounts of 387 
bacteriophages produced locally in the gastrointestinal tract, as well as from external sources (water, 388 
food, environment) throughout their lifespan. 389 

However, due to the potential presence of microbiological contamination in bacteriophage products, 390 
endotoxins or exotoxins is considered a safety concern. Therefore, the control of these aspects is an 391 
essential element of the manufacturing process. 392 

Thus, considering the reasons above and in agreement with 3R principles, and in order to provide 393 
appropriate flexibility for bacteriophage products as foreseen in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, a 394 
satisfactorily controlled manufacturing process, target animal safety studies (preclinical or clinical) 395 
and/or literature data according to the current state of science are expected to be sufficient to address 396 
single-dose toxicity, repeated dose toxicity, and effects on reproduction and developmental toxicity. In 397 
cases where reference to the aforementioned studies or literature data is not directly relevant for the 398 
specific phages or if a specific safety concern is identified, supplementary studies should be submitted. 399 

It is not expected that the bacteriophages within the scope of this guideline interact directly with DNA 400 
or other chromosomal material. Furthermore, it is recognised that for biologics, the range and type of 401 
genotoxicity studies routinely conducted for pharmaceuticals are not applicable (see ICH S6 Rev1 402 
which applies to human medicines but gives useful guidance for VMPs). Thus, the standard battery of 403 
genotoxicity test can be omitted. 404 

An influence on eukaryotic cell proliferation or immunosuppressive effects is considered unlikely, as 405 
bacteriophages are not expected to interact with eukaryotic cells. Therefore, carcinogenicity studies 406 
most likely be omitted.  407 

IIIa.3A4. Other requirements 408 

IIIa.3A4.1. Special studies (immunogenicity, immunotoxicity, neurotoxicity, endocrine 409 
dysfunction) 410 

A specific safety or tolerance concern that needs to be considered is potential immunogenicity (see ICH 411 
S6 Rev.1 for more information) and immunotoxicity of bacteriophage products. It is envisaged that 412 
data from target animal studies, combined with the proposed posology and existing knowledge on 413 
immunogenicity and immunotoxicity of phages could be used to assess this risk. Please refer to section 414 
IIIa.4A1 Pharmacology. 415 

For bacteriophage VMPs for which skin and eye exposure may occur, the general requirements in 416 
Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 applies. 417 

IIIa.3A4.2. Development of resistance and related risk in humans 418 

Bacteriophages are a normal component of mammalian environment including food and gut 419 
microbiota. Therefore, it is unlikely that there is a risk for humans and hence, specific studies might be 420 
omitted if appropriately justified.  421 
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However, over time, bacteria most likely develop resistance to bacteriophages. The applicant should 422 
reflect upon the risk of developing/spreading resistance in the environment and the related risks to 423 
humans associated with the use of the product. 424 

IIIa.3A5. User safety 425 

Currently, no specific guidance on user safety is available for biological products other than 426 
immunologicals. Nevertheless, the general principles on user safety assessment lined out in GL 427 
EMA/CVMP/543/03-Rev.1 (hazard identification and characterisation, exposure assessment and risk 428 
assessment) should apply to phage products in order to derive appropriate warnings or other risk 429 
management measures when required. 430 

The information obtained from the assessment of hazard identification and exposure will be considered 431 
for the risk characterisation. In cases where no information on dose response relationship is available, 432 
a qualitative risk characterisation might be sufficient. 433 

IIIa.3A6. Environmental risk assessment 434 

IIIa.3A6.1. Environmental risk assessment of veterinary medicinal products not containing 435 
or consisting of genetically modified organisms 436 

Bacteriophages used as VMPs enter the environment after application either by direct excretion into 437 
the environment or by application of manure from treated animals to agricultural land. Only limited 438 
research has been conducted on anthropogenically released bacteriophages that are non-native to 439 
their receiving environments. Therefore, there are uncertainties about the fate and effects of such 440 
bacteriophages in the environment. So far, studies indicate that changes in the microbial community 441 
composition with effects on the natural ecosystem function are to be expected (Meaden S et al. 2013; 442 
Kowalska JD et al. 2020), and have already been reported in laboratory experiments (Braga LP et al. 443 
2020). The applicant should reflect upon the environmental impact to soil bacteria and soil function 444 
associated with the use of the product. The performance of studies in accordance with OECD test 445 
guidelines might be required, such as OECD GL 216. Genetically modified bacteriophages need to be 446 
additionally assessed like genetically modified organisms according to IIIa.3A6.2. 447 

4.4.  Efficacy documentation (Pre-clinical studies and clinical trial(s); 448 
Section IIIa.4 Part 4) 449 

The general requirements for a marketing authorisation application are laid down in Regulation (EU) 450 
2019/6, and are specified in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6, Section IIIa for biological VMPs other 451 
than immunological VMPs, and the documentation accompanying the application shall be presented in 452 
accordance with the general principles of this Annex.  453 

In addition, as a general principle, the CVMP and VICH guidelines concerning efficacy are also 454 
applicable to bacteriophage VMPs.  455 

When any proposed adaptations of Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 requirements could present 456 
risks to the expected efficacy of the products, and the safety in the target animal, control/mitigation 457 
measures should be proposed to ensure that such risks remain at acceptable levels.   458 

A full efficacy package should be provided, as specified below, for a representative monophage or 459 
multiphage preparation. Extrapolation of efficacy for alternative combinations to the representative one 460 
for which efficacy is demonstrated may be based on validated in vitro or in vivo data, or in well 461 
justified cases, based on a scientific justification. 462 
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The efficacy and safety of the VMP designed for phage therapy should normally be demonstrated by 463 
studies in the target animal species under laboratory conditions (pre-clinical studies) and supported by 464 
field conditions.  465 

4.4.1.  IIIa.4A. Pre-clinical studies 466 

Pre-clinical studies aim to document the safety and efficacy of bacteriophage products in the target 467 
animal species. In principle, studies in target animal species are required for pharmacokinetics,  target 468 
animal safety (TAS) studies, dose determination (DD) studies, and dose confirmation (DC) studies  469 
Their omission or replacement by studies conducted in non-target animal species or by in vitro data 470 
may be possible when sufficiently scientifically justified. 471 

Studies in non-target animal species, and validated in vitro models may be used for e.g. the 472 
demonstration of the mode and mechanisms of action.  473 
These pre-clinical studies support the use of the product under the recommended conditions 474 
(recommended route(s) of administration, dose, dosing interval, resistance), considering the 475 
epidemiology of the targeted bacterial pathogen(s). 476 

If data from in vitro models are used to support efficacy, it should be demonstrated in pre-clinical 477 
study(ies) in the target animal species, or in clinical trials that a sufficient correlation exists between 478 
the in vitro model readout and the claimed effect in the target animal species. However, it should be 479 
noted that as a general requirement, in vivo proof of principle in the target animal species would be 480 
necessary, in particular for the representative monophage or multiphage preparation.  481 

In vitro data may be considered of more relevance to support the efficacy of alternative combinations 482 
to the representative monophage or multiphage preparation, based on scientifically valid extrapolation 483 
and initial demonstration of effectiveness of the primary monophage or multiphage preparation. 484 

IIIa.4A1. Pharmacology 485 

Mode and mechanism of action   486 
The mode and mechanism of action of the bacteriophage strain on the target bacteria should be 487 
described. Bacteriophages should be well characterised: it has to be demonstrated that they are lytic 488 
and  don’t contain genetic determinants that confer lysogeny to the phage, or virulence or antibiotic 489 
resistance to bacteria. Please see details in product characterisation from the quality documentation 490 
part. 491 

Range of host bacteria and in vitro susceptibility test 492 

The host range of each bacteriophage strain included in a product should be defined by the activity 493 
against the target pathogen(s), in addition to representative non-targeted bacteria as appropriate. 494 
Phage host range should support the claims that are made. 495 

In vitro susceptibility tests could be used to test bacteriophage activity against a range of host bacteria 496 
(e.g., bacterial growth inhibition in 96-microwell plates and formation of plaques), considering the 497 
concentration of bacteria and the multiplicity of infection (MOI). 498 

The isolates of the target bacteria to be tested should be justified by the applicant as being clinically 499 
representative of the strains found in the field. Isolates from samples collected during clinical trials or 500 
strains of bacterial pathogens used in in vitro and in vivo models should be characterised and these 501 
details should be included in the marketing authorisation application. 502 

Posology 503 
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It is suggested to demonstrate, that the recommended dose and dosage, and the administration route 504 
of the representative monophage or multiphage preparation, results in a productive bacteriophage 505 
infection at the site of bacterial infection in the target animal species e.g. by means of PK/PD models. A 506 
representative in vivo model of infection might also be useful. If sufficiently justified, providing such 507 
pre-clinical data can be very valuable to limit or avoid a number of unsuccessful clinical trials. 508 

The immune response to the effect of bacteriophage treatment in target bacteria   509 

The immune response in the target animal species to the bacteriophage effect in the host bacteria 510 
should be addressed. Relevant data from the literature, if available, may be considered sufficient to 511 
evaluate any potential adverse effects on immunological function.  512 

In some circumstances (for example, if repeated treatment is recommended), it may be necessary to 513 
assess immune response following treatment against bacteriophages, to document that the responses 514 
do not negatively impact the therapeutic effect.   515 

Bacteriophages can kill bacterial cells within minutes. However, studies suggest that bacterial lysis 516 
caused by bacteriophages are not expected to be associated with higher endotoxin releases or 517 
inflammatory responses as compared to treatment with antibiotics VMP (Dufour N et al., 2019). Thus, 518 
it is not expected that this issue needs to be addressed by the applicant, as it is considered only a 519 
theoretical concern. 520 

Comparability data to support a flexible composition of monophage or multiphage 521 
preparations 522 

For alternative bacteriophage combinations to the parental one, demonstration of efficacy may be 523 
possible based on representative/validated in vitro or in vivo data or parameters, or based on a 524 
scientific justification. 525 

Data or robust scientific justification showing comparable biodistribution, immune clearance and MOI 526 
support should be provided to demonstrate comparability between representative and alternative 527 
preparations.  528 

IIIa.4A2. Development of phage resistance and related risk in animals   529 

Where possible, information on the coevolution of bacteriophages and host bacteria, the risk of 530 
appearance and dissemination of resistant bacteria, the resistance mechanisms and the molecular 531 
genetic basis of resistance should be provided. This information may come from literature, peer-532 
reviewed journals or proprietary studies.  533 

Measures to limit the development of resistance in bacteria of clinical relevance for the intended use of 534 
the veterinary medicinal product shall be proposed by the applicant.  535 

IIIa.4A3. Dose determination and confirmation studies  536 

The minimum effective dose, the proposed dosing interval, the duration of treatment and, where 537 
relevant, any proposed repeated treatment should be provided for the representative monophage or 538 
multiphage preparation. This should be documented for each target bacterium in each target animal 539 
species and for the recommended route of administration. These studies could be performed using 540 
experimental models of infection in the target animal. 541 

A justification based on literature data may be considered acceptable provided that the posology is 542 
supported in a preclinical or clinical study in the target animal species or by clinical trial.  543 

The choice of the representative monophage or multiphage preparation should be justified considering 544 
the indication of the product. 545 
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These studies may also serve to evaluate any potential impact on immunological function depending on 546 
the range of follow-up parameters included within the studies, as discussed under section IIIa.4A1.  547 

IIIa.4A4. Tolerance in the target animal species  548 

The implementation of a Target Animal Safety (TAS) study is considered necessary to gain information 549 
to appropriately characterise the safety profile of the product before introducing it in the field.  550 

The TAS study should be designed on the basis of the route of administration and dosage, including 551 
repeated administration and treatment duration, intended for use of the product in its final 552 
formulation.  553 

The representative monophage or multiphage preparation should be composed to represent the worst-554 
case scenario in terms of safety. The 1X dose is acceptable and overdose studies are not expected to 555 
be necessary. 556 

Normally, post-mortem examinations could be omitted. In case unexpected or severe adverse events 557 
occur, these are to be clarified by other means, e.g. specific clinical or laboratory examinations.  558 

Generally, healthy animals shall be used in TAS studies; however, bacteriophage products within the 559 
scope of this guideline are biologicals which do not propagate in eukaryotic cells, and there is no 560 
mechanism-based concern for toxicity in target animals.  561 

Additionally, bacteriophages can increase in number in the presence of their bacterial host, and 562 
therefore safety data derived from use of bacteriophages in diseased animals is generally expected to 563 
be more informative than data from healthy animals.  564 

However, when specific risks are identified target animal safety studies in healthy animals could be 565 
required (for example, when the targeted bacteria are also commensal bacteria).  566 

4.4.2.  IIIa.4B Clinical trials  567 

IIIa.4B1. General principles  568 

Clinical trials should examine, under field conditions, the target animal safety and efficacy of the 569 
veterinary medicinal product.  570 

Clinical trials should be conducted in accordance with the principles of good clinical practice (GCP) 571 
(VICH GL9).   572 

Clinical trials should be performed with the final formulation including a representative preparation and 573 
the study endpoints should support each proposed indication and targeted bacteria in each target 574 
animal species claimed. The diagnostic methods of the disease and clinical condition of the animals 575 
should be appropriate and fully described. Whenever possible, established methods for diagnosis 576 
should be applied. Strictly defined clinical and microbiological inclusion and exclusion criteria as 577 
appropriate for the claimed indication/s and the intended target population should be incorporated. 578 
When the aim is to confirm efficacy against one or several specified bacteria, isolation of the target 579 
pathogen(s) from the animals or a representative sample is required through microbiological sampling 580 
performed at the time of inclusion.  581 

For collected bacterial isolates, susceptibility to the test product should be tested in vitro.   582 

Endpoints (i.e. clinical cure rate and/or microbiological cure rate) and timing of efficacy assessment 583 
should be established and adequately justified taking into consideration the characteristics of the 584 
infection/disease and the nature of the intended claims. Principally there are three different kinds of 585 
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claims: treatment, metaphylaxis and prophylaxis of specific infectious diseases or infections caused by 586 
one or several specific bacterial species.    587 

Appropriate statistical methods should be used (see CVMP guideline on statistical principles for clinical 588 
trials for veterinary medicinal products (pharmaceuticals) (EMA/CVMP/EWP/81976/2010-Rev.1*). 589 

However, other designs for the clinical trials could be also accepted if appropriately justified.  590 

Special considerations for metaphylaxis claims  591 

The administration of a phage therapy, with the aim of treating clinically diseased animals and 592 
controlling the spread of the disease to clinically healthy animals, that are likely to be in the incubation 593 
phase, due to close contact with diseased animals, or exposed to the same external factor, may be 594 
justified from an epidemiological point of view. In these cases, the presence of the disease in the group 595 
should always be confirmed before starting the phage therapy.  596 

A metaphylaxis claim is considered to be acceptable in conjunction with a treatment claim. The need 597 
for metaphylaxis should be discussed and the threshold for the initiation of metaphylactic treatment 598 
(e.g. the proportion of clinically diseased animals at a certain time point within a group and the 599 
severity of clinical signs) should be justified on epidemiological and clinical grounds.  In the justification 600 
reference may be made to published literature. 601 

Special considerations for prophylaxis claims.   602 

Prophylaxis claims refer to the administration of a veterinary medicinal product to healthy animals 603 
before clinical signs appear. The need for prophylaxis must be fully justified for each target species and 604 
indication.  605 

4.5.  Concomitant use of bacteriophages with conventional antibiotics 606 

The potential use of bacteriophages with antibiotics should be addressed. Any specific claims that are 607 
proposed for inclusion in the product information for associated use of a bacteriophage with antibiotics 608 
are required to be supported by data. However, this use should be adequately justified for each 609 
concurrent use claim with literature and supported, for example, within the studies provided in the 610 
dossier (e.g. clinical field trials). Taking into account the need of the development of alternatives to 611 
antibiotics together with the need to preserve the efficacy of the antibiotics available, the use of 612 
bacteriophages together with antibiotics could be considered if a significant therapeutic benefit is 613 
demonstrated and the risks of development of antibiotic/phage resistance are addressed 614 
appropriately. This concurrent use should be adequately justified for each claim and supported by 615 
bibliographic data and data from clinical studies. 616 

5.  Post marketing authorisation changes 617 

It is recognised in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 that phage products will likely need to be 618 
updated on a regular basis due to development of resistance or changes in the epidemiology of 619 
bacterial pathogen(s) in the field. 620 

Thus, it may be necessary to use trained versions of monophage components for the parental product, 621 
or new monophage components (see under trained phages and product updates in the Definitions 622 
section). 623 

Such updates will occur to the already authorised product. 624 

The assessment and authorisation of updated phage products can be streamlined based on some of the 625 
studies conducted with the parental product, combined with other relevant data which may have been 626 
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generated during the commercial lifespan of the parental product (e.g. improved understanding of 627 
commercial-scale manufacturing processes, pharmacovigilance data, and supplementary scientific 628 
knowledge, to enhance the impact on the quality, safety and efficacy).  629 

The development and consequent authorisation of parental products may proceed through different 630 
scientific and regulatory paths:  631 

(i) traditional or enhanced product development approaches or a combination of these (see 632 
section on product development, and Definitions section),  633 

(ii) fixed or flexible compositions may be specified (see section of qualitative and quantitative 634 
composition),  635 

(iii) post-approval change management protocols may or may not have been filed (see 636 
EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/586330/2010). 637 

It is up to applicant´s responsibility to pursue the development paths considered optimal for their 638 
specific parental products. 639 

It should however be stated that the scientific standards for data supporting product updates are the 640 
same: applicants should demonstrate that the proposed product update will have the intended effect 641 
(restored efficacy) without negatively impacting on the quality, safety, efficacy and traceability of the 642 
product.  643 

Due to the abovementioned different development and regulatory paths open to applicants, and the 644 
complexity of phage products, it is not possible to specify exact data requirements for product updates. 645 
Therefore, it is recommended to consult with the Agency regarding specific requirements on a case-by-646 
case basis. 647 

Early consideration and definition of anticipated product characteristics may guide not only an optimal 648 
development path of the parental phage product, but also provide maximal flexibility for any post-649 
authorisation product updates which may be required to address development of resistance or changes 650 
in the epidemiology of bacterial pathogen(s)s in the field. 651 

Below, the regulatory pathway to be followed on such post authorisation updates are addressed, giving 652 
non-binding examples to illustrate the applicable requirements.  653 

Product update by variation requiring assessment (VRA): 654 

Updates may impact the quality and safety of the product and any such changes need to be addressed. 655 
Furthermore, the restored activity against the bacterial pathogen(s) which developed resistance 656 
against the parental product should be documented; all these issues requiring scientific assessment by 657 
the Agency (Regulation (EU) 2019/6, article 60, and Regulation (EU) 2021/17). 658 

Therefore, for such phage product updates, it is anticipated that (i) applications for changes to the 659 
terms of the marketing authorisation will be submitted to the Agency (a VRA), and (ii) these variation 660 
applications will require approval before implementation of the proposed product updates. 661 

Post approval change management protocols 662 

Unnecessary updates to phage products should be avoided. 663 

Therefore, it is recommended that where possible, plans and protocols for anticipated product updates 664 
are formulated, and formalised in post-approval change management protocols (see 665 
EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/586330/2010). 666 
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Post-approval change management protocols may be included as part of the application for the 667 
parental product, or be submitted after authorisation of the parental product. In the former case, the 668 
plans are based on data generated during development of the parental product; in the latter case, the 669 
plans may also benefit from scientific knowledge and understanding gained from pharmacovigilance 670 
activities and post-authorisation studies for the parental product. 671 

The generally expected content in such post-approval change management protocols are outlined in 672 
EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/586330/2010. The following may also be considered (non-binding guidance 673 
examples and questions): 674 

• Pre-defined monitorable and quantifiable criteria which may trigger product updates (How will 675 
development of bacterial resistance be detected? What level of resistance is acceptable?). 676 

• What is the expected nature of future product updates? (exchange of individual monophage 677 
components with similar substitute components with higher activity without affecting total number 678 
of monophage components in product, introduction of new monophage components thus increasing 679 
the number of monophage components in product, etc.).  680 

• How are potential substitute monophage components expected to be generated? (training or 681 
engineering of phage strains which have lost activity, identification of new phage strains 682 
overcoming resistance but being otherwise comparable to strains which have lost activity, etc). 683 

• Which data are expected to be required to document that apart from overcoming the developed 684 
resistance, the updated product is comparable to the parental product? 685 

E.g. product quality data only, quality data combined with in vitro surrogate data for efficacy, 686 
quality data combined with in vivo data for clinical safety and efficacy in target animal species, etc 687 
(see under comparability and in vitro surrogate endpoints in Definitions section, and considerations 688 
in evaluating the comparability of phage strains in the text immediately below). 689 

Post-approval change management protocols should be realistic (feasible), i.e. should be based on 690 
relevant scientific knowledge and understanding of manufacturing processes and product 691 
characteristics, coupled with appropriate quality risk management and pharmaceutical quality systems.  692 

Thus, post-approval change management protocols such as these may not be possible for particularly 693 
complex phage products and are in any case optional. 694 

Yet, where possible, post-approval change management protocols are expected to provide a level of 695 
predictability and transparency in terms of the requirements and studies expected to be needed to 696 
implement product updates, facilitating faster and more flexible implementation of said updates. 697 

Considerations for evaluation of the comparability of monophage components and bacteriophage 698 
products: 699 

Such product updates may comprise the use of trained or new bacteriophage components (see under 700 
trained bacteriophages and updated phage products in Definitions), and in this case, data requirements 701 
depend on the comparability between the monophage components involved in the update (see under 702 
comparability and updated phage products in Definitions).  703 

Comparability between monophage components should be assessed following the principles established 704 
in ICH Q5E (comparability of biotechnological/biological products subject to changes in their 705 
manufacturing process); the guideline on similar biological medicinal products may also be consulted 706 
(CHMP/437/04 Rev 1, 23 October 2014). In the following, the application of ICH Q5E and 707 
CHMP/437/04 guidelines to bacteriophage products are illustrated.  708 
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For parental and substitute monophage components to be considered comparable, the following 709 
conditions must be met:  710 

(i) when assayed on variants of bacterial pathogens which are susceptible and resistant to the 711 
parental monophage component, the potency of substitute monophage components to the 712 
resistant bacteria should be comparable to the potency of parental monophage components 713 
against the susceptible bacteria. Higher potency of substitute monophage components is 714 
expected to be acceptable. 715 

(ii) the parental/substitute monophage components should be biochemically and biologically 716 
comparable, meaning that their critical quality attributes are highly similar, and 717 

(iii)  the existing knowledge is sufficiently predictive to ensure that any differences between the 718 
monophage components have no adverse impact upon existing analytical assays, and quality, 719 
safety or efficacy of the bacteriophage product as a whole. 720 

Determination of comparability should start with a pro-active assessment of the potential risks that the 721 
planned post-authorisation update might have for product quality, safety, efficacy or traceability. 722 

In most cases, this will be followed by appropriate analytical studies (so called comparability exercise) 723 
comprising as a minimum quality data, and potentially also safety and efficacy data. 724 
Parental/substitute monophage components should initially be compared based on the pre-defined and 725 
established characteristics of the parental monophage component (see section on characterisation). 726 

Additional data e.g. data showing comparable stability, biodistribution and immune clearance may be 727 
required. 728 

Parental/updated bacteriophage products should initially be compared based on the pre-defined and 729 
established specifications for the parental product. 730 

If the results from the risk assessment and initial comparability exercise as outlined above indicate 731 
relevant differences between monophage components and/or products, additional studies on quality, 732 
safety and efficacy may be required to document comparability. 733 

If it is concluded that monophage components and/or products are comparable, and if the existing 734 
knowledge is sufficiently predictive to ensure that the planned product update has no adverse impact 735 
upon the quality, safety or efficacy of the bacteriophage product as a whole, documentation of safety 736 
and efficacy of the updated product by in vivo studies in target animal species may not be required.  737 

On the other hand, if differences in critical quality attributes are so significant that monophage 738 
components and/or products cannot be concluded to be comparable, safety and efficacy studies in 739 
target animal species may be required for the updated product. 740 

Notably, it is not possible to pre-define absolute thresholds for differences in critical quality, safety and 741 
efficacy attributes above which updated products could no longer be considered comparable to parental 742 
products; this will require evaluation on a case-by-case basis.  743 

If comparability of quality, safety and efficacy cannot be concluded based on in vitro studies, 744 
documentation of safety and efficacy of the updated product by in vivo studies in target animal species 745 
will be usually required (please see further details in ICH Q5E). 746 

Non-binding guidance examples of quality, safety and efficacy data requirements for phage product 747 
updates: 748 

For guidance purposes only, non-binding examples of likely data requirements for different categories 749 
of product updates are provided in Annex III to this guideline. 750 

751 
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Definitions 752 

• Active substance (AS): Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the 753 
manufacture of a VMP and that, when used in the production of a VMP, becomes an active 754 
substance of the VMP (Ph. Eur. 10000, general notices).  755 

In the case of bacteriophages, preparations of individual bacteriophages (preparations of individual 756 
bacteriophage strains, termed monophage AS or monophage components or monophage 757 
preparations, all these terms being synonymous) comprise the basic AS for phage products, and 758 
for manufacturing reasons, monophage AS may be mixed to produce multiphage AS, prior to final 759 
formulation and filling to produce phage VMP. 760 

• Bacteriophage: Viruses which infect bacteria and do not have the capacity to infect eukaryotic 761 
cells.  762 

• Biobank (of bacteriophages): Physical collection of characterised phage strains (qualified repository 763 
of bacteriophages), sometimes referred to as phage library (non-binding examples in Gibson SB et 764 
al. 2019 and Lin RC et al. 2021).  765 

• Characteristics of the product: See quality target product profile. 766 

• Chemically modified bacteriophages: Bacteriophage preparations where the infectious particles 767 
have been chemically modified e.g. to improve pharmacokinetic/-dynamic properties. 768 

• Cocktail of bacteriophages: See multiphage preparation.  769 

• Comparability (between bacteriophage products or monophage components): In this context, 770 
similarity between a bacteriophage product having undergone post-authorisation updates to 771 
overcome bacterial resistance or changes in the epidemiology of bacterial pathogens in the field 772 
(updated product) and the pre-update product.  773 

A conclusion that updated and pre-updated products are comparable means that they have highly 774 
similar quality attributes, and that no adverse impact on the safety or efficacy of the product is 775 
expected (ICH Q5E).  776 

The definitions above apply regardless of whether the comparability term is applied to 777 
bacteriophage products, monophage components, or other constituents of bacteriophage products. 778 

Comparability should be assessed considering the principles established in ICH Q5E (comparability 779 
of biotechnological/biological products subject to changes in their manufacturing process); the 780 
guideline on similar biological medicinal products may also be consulted (CHMP/437/04 Rev 1, 23 781 
October 2014). See further details in the chapter on post-authorisation product updates in this 782 
guideline. 783 

• Control Strategy: A planned set of controls, derived from current product and process 784 
understanding that ensures process performance and product quality. The controls can include 785 
parameters and attributes related to drug substance and drug product materials and components, 786 
facility and equipment operating conditions, in-process controls, finished product specifications, 787 
and the associated methods and frequency of monitoring and control (ICH Q10). 788 

• Critical Process Parameter (CPP): A manufacturing process parameter whose variability has an 789 
impact on a critical quality attribute and therefore should be monitored or controlled to ensure the 790 
process produces product of the desired quality (ICH Q8). Critical manufacturing process 791 
parameters are controlled by process controls with appropriate acceptance criteria.  792 
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In the case of bacteriophages, knowledge-based and documented understanding of the relationship 793 
between manufacturing process CPP and critical quality attributes for CQA for phage products is 794 
expected to increase the flexibility when updates need to be made to multiphage products, to 795 
overcome development of resistance (such as for example changes in the total number of 796 
monophage components or exchanges of one monophage component for another). 797 

• Critical quality attribute (CQA): A physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property or 798 
characteristic that should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the 799 
desired product quality. In practice, there is often a significant overlap between the terms CQA and 800 
product specifications (see ICH Q8 pharmaceutical development, and VICH GL40 acceptance 801 
criteria for new biotechnological/biological veterinary medicinal products). 802 

• Engineered bacteriophages (genetically modified bacteriophages): Bacteriophages which have been 803 
modified by molecular biology techniques, e.g., to enhance bactericidal activity, enhance host 804 
range, improve pharmacokinetics properties, etc.  Examples of engineered phages are given in 805 
Palacios Araya D et al. 2021 and Dedrick RM et al. 2019. 806 

• Enhanced approach to manufacturing process development: In an enhanced approach, risk 807 
management and more extensive scientific knowledge are used to select process parameters and 808 
unit operations that impact critical quality attributes (CQAs) for evaluation in further studies to 809 
establish any design space(s) and control strategies applicable over the lifecycle of the drug 810 
substance. This can create the basis for more flexible regulatory approaches e.g. in cases of post-811 
authorisation changes to manufacturing processes. The degree of regulatory flexibility is generally 812 
dependent on the level of relevant scientific knowledge provided in the application for marketing 813 
authorisation. This enhanced approach is thus sometimes referred to as “designing quality into 814 
product” or “quality by design”. Traditional and enhanced approaches are not mutually exclusive. A 815 
company can use either traditional or enhanced approaches, or combine both (paraphrased from 816 
ICH Q11). Non-binding scientific examples of enhanced approaches to development of 817 
manufacturing processes for biologicals are given in Li X et al. 2019, Nie J et al. 2019, and A-VAX. 818 
For regulatory information regarding implementation of quality by design principles to 819 
manufacturing process development, see EMA/430501/2013, EMA/603905/2013, EMA/59240/2014 820 
and EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/354895/2017.   821 

• Excipient (auxiliary substance): Any constituent of a medicinal product that is not an active 822 
substance. Adjuvants, stabilisers, antimicrobial preservatives, diluents, antioxidants, for example, 823 
are excipients (Ph. Eur. 10000, general notices). 824 

• Finished product (Drug product): The dosage form in the final immediate packaging intended for 825 
marketing (ICH Q7). In the case of bacteriophages, bacteriophage cocktail appropriately 826 
formulated with required excipients, in the final immediate packaging intended for marketing. 827 

• Library (of bacteriophages): See biobank. 828 

• Lysogenic bacteriophages: See temperate bacteriophages. 829 

• Lytic bacteriophages (virulent bacteriophages): Bacteriophages which are only able to sustain 830 
replicative cycles ending in bacterial lysis. Only such strictly lytic bacteriophages are used for 831 
phage therapy. 832 

• Metaphylaxis: Administration of a medicinal product to a group of animals after a diagnosis of 833 
clinical disease in part of the group has been established, with the aim of treating the clinically sick 834 
animals and controlling the spread of the disease to animals in close contact and at risk and which 835 
may already be sub-clinically infected (Regulation (EU) 2019/6). 836 
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• Monophage preparation: Pharmaceutical preparation of a single, characterised bacteriophage 837 
strain, starting from clonal, characterised and quality-controlled seed lots of phage and matched 838 
and similarly quality-controlled bacterial host. Bacteriophages used for veterinary medicinal 839 
products are isolated from e.g. environmental or clinical sources, and purified by appropriate 840 
means to ensure clonality (homogeneity). Characterisation comprises documentation for factors 841 
such as e.g. (i) required activity and potency against target bacterial pathogen(s), (ii) strictly lytic 842 
lifestyle, (iii) absence of transducing ability, (iv) absence of toxin genes, etc. See section on 843 
characterisation, and non-binding literature examples in e.g. Pirnay JP et al. 2018, Lehman SM et 844 
al. 2019, and Gibson SB et al. 2019.  845 

• Multiphage preparation (multiphage composition, bacteriophage cocktail): Qualitatively and 846 
quantitatively characterised mix of the number of monophage components which is required to 847 
obtain the required product characteristics (see quality target product profile). The term 848 
multiphage product is used for any product containing more than one monophage component. The 849 
terms multiphage preparation, multiphage composition and bacteriophage cocktails may apply to 850 
active principle ingredient as well as to final phage product and are used mainly in situations where 851 
the monophage components are pre-mixed. Multiphage product: The term may be applied to 852 
multiphage preparations (see definition above) as well as products where the monophage 853 
components are filled separately for mixing prior to use.  854 

• Multiplicity of infection: Ratios of phages to bacteria. 855 
• Post approval change management protocol (PACMP): A post-approval change management 856 

protocol describes specific changes that a Company would like to implement during the lifecycle of 857 
the product and how these would be prepared and verified. It is a step-wise approach in the 858 
assessment of changes, which allows an early evaluation of the strategy for the change and a later 859 
separate evaluation of the data produced based on the agreed strategy. Such a stepwise approach 860 
is expected to lead to faster and more predictable implementation of changes post-approval, since 861 
the Company will have obtained agreement from the Agency about the proposed strategy and tests 862 
to verify the effect of the change on product quality (EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/586330/2010). 863 

• Parental phage product (prototype phage product): Originally authorised veterinary phage product, 864 
also termed P0. Manufacturers may pick from the monophage components included in the 865 
approved dossier for the parental product to match the geographical distribution and phage 866 
resistance patterns of targeted bacterial pathogens in different countries, or even on a case-by-867 
case basis for individual bacterial disease outbreaks. Thus, different compositions of the parental 868 
product (P0-a, P0-b, P0-c, etc) can be marketed at the same time or at different times in different 869 
countries to address different epidemiological needs (see also product updates). 870 

• Phage products (phage medicines, bacteriophage products): Final  veterinary medicinal product 871 
containing bacteriophage(s).  872 

• Phage therapy: Use of bacteriophage products for prophylactic, metaphylactic and/or therapeutic 873 
use of one or several specific infection(s) or infectious disease(s). Efficacy of treatment is linked to 874 
the lytic activity of bacteriophages that confers bactericidal activity on those bacteriophages with 875 
specificity for the bacterial strain concerned (Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6). Other uses of 876 
bacteriophages in veterinary medicine, e.g. use of bacteriophage particles as display platforms for 877 
vaccines or use of temperate/integrating bacteriophages to modulate bacterial phenotypes, are 878 
outside the scope of this guideline. 879 

• Post-authorisation update (to phage products): See under parental phage product and updated 880 
phage products. 881 
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• Prophylaxis: Administration of a medicinal product to an animal or group of animals before clinical 882 
signs of a disease, in order to prevent the occurrence of disease or infection (Regulation (EU) 883 
2019/6). 884 

• Quality by design: A systematic approach to development that begins with predefined objectives 885 
and emphasizes product and process understanding and process control, based on sound science 886 
and quality risk management. See also under enhanced approach to manufacturing process 887 
development. 888 

• Quality risk management: A systematic process for the assessment, control, communication, and 889 
review of risks to the quality of the VMP across the product lifecycle. (ICH Q9).  890 

• Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP): A prospective summary of the quality characteristics of a 891 
VMP that ideally will be achieved to ensure the desired  quality, safety and efficacy characteristics 892 
of a VMP, considering e.g., the indications, epidemiological situation in the field (epidemiology of 893 
bacterial pathogens targeted by the phage medicine), route of administration, dosage form, 894 
bioavailability, strength, development of resistance, concomitant use with other medicines and 895 
stability (paraphrased from ICH Q8). QTPPs are typically formulated very early in the product 896 
development.  897 

• Representative phage preparations (representative phage cocktails): Multiphage compositions 898 
which were used for key safety or efficacy studies during development of the parental product, and 899 
therefore support (are representative for) the full list of monophage components which are 900 
authorised in the dossier for the parental product. 901 

• Residual risk: Specified and acceptable level of risk to target animals, consumers and the 902 
environment from authorised medicines (paraphrased from ICH Q9). Essentially all authorised 903 
medicines carry such (acceptable) residual risks (see for example conclusions for benefit/risk 904 
balance for authorised pharmaceuticals in public assessment reports). 905 

• Risk: In the context of phage medicines, any potential unfavourable effects that may be attributed 906 
to the use of the novel therapy product which are of concern to the target population and/or the 907 
user, the consumer, and/or the environment (Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6). See also 908 
glossary to ICH Q9.   909 

• Robustness: As applied to manufacturing processes, the ability to tolerate variability of materials 910 
and changes of the process and equipment without negative impact on quality (ICH Q8).  911 

• Specification: List of tests, references to analytical procedures, and appropriate acceptance criteria 912 
which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria for the tests described. It establishes the set of 913 
criteria to which a drug substance, medicinal product or materials at other stages of its 914 
manufacture should conform to be considered acceptable for its intended use. “Conformance to 915 
specification” means that the drug substance and medicinal product, when tested according to the 916 
listed analytical procedures, will meet the acceptance criteria. Specifications are critical quality 917 
standards that are proposed and justified by the manufacturer and approved by regulatory 918 
authorities as conditions of approval (VICH GL40 acceptance criteria for new 919 
biotechnological/biological veterinary medicinal products).  920 

• Surrogate endpoint: An endpoint where experimental data and mechanistic rationales support that 921 
a sufficient quantitative correlation exists between the endpoint and the claimed safety or efficacy 922 
in the target species, such that the surrogate endpoint can be assumed to be predictive for safety 923 
or efficacy in the target species with reasonable confidence (paraphrased from 924 
EMA/CVMP/IWP/105506/2007 Rev. 2). For example, in situations where bacterial resistance 925 
against a monophage component is addressed by training or engineering said monophage 926 
component to regain bactericidal activity, the bactericidal activity of the trained monophage in vitro 927 
might be considered a surrogate endpoint for efficacy in target animals (assuming that the 928 
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training/engineering does not substantially change for example stability and pharmacodynamics/-929 
kinetics and if otherwise adequately justified). 930 

• Synthetic bacteriophages: Bacteriophages manufactured in completely bacterial cell-free systems 931 
using e.g. coupled in vitro transcription/translation (an example of this is given in Rustad M et al 932 
2018). In the context of this guideline, the term does not apply to bacteriophages manufactured by 933 
synthesis of the genome followed by assembly of particles in bacterial cells.  934 

• Temperate bacteriophages (bacteriophages exhibiting a lysogenic cycle): Bacteriophages which are 935 
dually able to sustain dormancy (typically by integration into the bacterial chromosome; lysogeny) 936 
as well as lytic replication in host bacteria, depending on e.g. environmental conditions. 937 

• Traditional approach to manufacturing process development: In a traditional approach, limits 938 
(acceptance criteria) and operating ranges (tolerances) for manufacturing process parameters and 939 
analytical tests carried out during manufacture and on final product are established statistically 940 
based on (i) validation batches used to demonstrate consistency of commercial-scale production 941 
(typically 3 batches), and (ii) batches tested clinically. These limits and tolerances may 942 
subsequently be refined on a statistical basis in the light of commercial manufacturing data. 943 
Traditional and enhanced approaches are not mutually exclusive. A company can use either 944 
traditional or enhanced approaches, or combine both (paraphrased from ICH Q11). 945 

• Trained bacteriophages: Traditional technique where phages are co-evolved with bacterial hosts 946 
under defined laboratory conditions, in order to reduce risk of development of resistance. An 947 
example of this is given in Burrowes BH et al 2019. 948 

• Updated Phage products: It is recognised in Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2019/6 that phage 949 
products will likely need to be updated on a regular basis (for example by changing the total 950 
number of monophage components or exchanging individual monophage components with similar 951 
substitute monophage components with higher activity), due to development of phage resistance 952 
patterns of targeted bacterial pathogens that can no longer be overcome by use of the monophage 953 
components included in the dossier for the parental product or changes in the epidemiology of 954 
bacterial pathogen(s) in the field. As a matter of course, such updates will occur to the initially 955 
authorised product (parental product, P0), and new monophage components are required (for 956 
example trained versions of monophage components included in the dossier for the parental 957 
product, or completely new monophage components; The data requirements are detailed in section 958 
5 of this guideline.  959 
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Annexes 1090 

Annex I 1091 

III.A.2A2. Product development 1092 

Non-binding examples of questions which may be considered for the justification of phage strains 1093 
depending on product characteristics (given here for guidance only):  1094 

• Which bacterial pathogen(s) are targeted?  1095 

• Have the employed phage strains been trained and/or engineered for improved activity against 1096 
these pathogens? 1097 

• Does the clinical indication require activity against bacterial biofilms?  1098 

• Why are the proposed phage strains expected to be particularly well suited to target these 1099 
pathogens, taking into account the epidemiology of the targeted bacterial pathogens, route of 1100 
administration, dosage form, bioavailability, strength, and stability of the product? 1101 

• What are the mechanisms of biological activity of the phages, and by which mechanisms does 1102 
resistance develop? 1103 

• How fast is resistance against the product expected to develop? 1104 

• Antagonism/synergy with antibiotics. What is the risk that development of resistance against 1105 
the phage product may simultaneously cause resistance against antibiotics? 1106 

• Are interactions between the phage product and antibiotics anticipated (antagonism, additive 1107 
effects, synergy)? 1108 

 1109 

Annex II 1110 

IIIa.2A3. Characterisation 1111 
 1112 

Genetic characterisation of phages is expected to be based on quality whole-genome sequence, with 1113 
particular focus on: 1114 

• Annotation of genome and taxonomic classification of the phage strain. 1115 

o For non-binding guidance examples of analysis of phage genome sequences, please see 1116 
Adriaenssens E et al. 2017, Philipson CW et al. 2018 and EFSA 2021. 1117 

• Known genetic elements encoding antibiotic resistance. 1118 

• Known genetic elements encoding toxins. 1119 

• Genetic elements known to indicate ability to transduce (mobilise) genetic elements for 1120 
antibiotic resistance which may be present in target pathogens. 1121 

• Genetic elements known to indicate lysogenic activity. 1122 

• Genetic elements predictive for host range and potency (e.g. genes encoding receptor-binding 1123 
proteins and virulence factors). 1124 
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• Any other genetic elements considered to be predictive for detrimental effects on safety or 1125 
efficacy of the individual phage strain (incl. interactions with other phage strains employed in 1126 
the product). 1127 

 1128 

Annex III 1129 

Table: Non-binding examples of data requirements for post-authorisation updates made to 1130 
phage products in order to overcome bacterial resistance or address changes in the 1131 
epidemiology of bacterial pathogen(s) in the field.1132 
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 1133 

Description of post-
authorisation phage 
product update 

Category 
of phage 
product 
update 

Level of 
changes to 
manufacturing 
process(es) 

Likely quality data 
requirements for approval 
of updated phage product 

Likely safety data 
requirements for approval of 
updated phage product 

Likely efficacy data requirements 
for approval of updated phage 
product 

Addition of a 
monophage 
component which is 
comparable to a 
component which is 
authorised with the 
marketing 
authorisation 
application 

# Simplest # Not substantial § Minimal If monophage components are 
comparable, safety studies are 
not expected to be required 
(post-authorisation changes 
expected to be approvable 
based on quality data alone). 

In the same line, user and 
environmental risk assessment 
is not expected to be required. 

It is advised to consult the 
Agency for the need of a MRL 
status. 

If monophage components are 
comparable, target animal safety 
studies are not expected to be 
required (post-authorisation changes 
expected to be approvable based on 
quality data alone). 

 

Addition of one or 
more new 
monophage 
components to 
product which are 
not comparable to a 
component which is 
authorised with the 
marketing 
authorisation 
application 

 

$ Complex $ May be 
substantial 

Unless it can be scientifically 
justified that the proposed 
product update does not carry 
with it unacceptable risks to 
quality, safety, efficacy and 
traceability of product, re-
validation of manufacturing 
processes and associated 
analytical technologies, as 
well as documentation of 
comparability between 
parental and updated product, 
may be required. 

If the impurity profile of the 
product is not substantially 
worsened, safety studies might 
not be required. 

In high level of complexity or 
lack of alternative evidence, 
safety data may be required.  

New user risk assessment and 
environmental risk assessment 
might be needed. 

It is advised to consult the 
Agency for the need of an MRL. 

 

If the new monophage components 
are not comparable to monophage 
components already present in the 
product, data from laboratory efficacy 
studies in target animal species or 
representative species may be 
required.  

In worst case scenarios (high level of 
complexity or lack of alternative 
evidence), data from new clinical trials 
in target animal species may be 
required. 

To avoid the requirement for a full 
efficacy package, alternative tools 
should be established. For example, it 
is expected that for in vivo studies, 
surrogate efficacy endpoints 
established and validated for the 
parental product might be used. 

1134 
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Table text: 1135 

# Non-binding examples of situations where product updates might be considered simple 1136 
and associated changes to manufacturing process(es) might be considered as non-1137 
substantial: 1138 

• Except for the exchange of inactive monophage components for substitute monophage 1139 
components which overcome the bacterial resistance, the product composition is not altered. 1140 

• The substitute monophage components are comparable to the monophage components which 1141 
are replaced (see details in main text, subsection on considerations for evaluation of the 1142 
comparability of monophage components and bacteriophage products). 1143 

• The downstream manufacturing process (purification and formulation) for substitute 1144 
monophage components is not substantially changed compared to the process employed for 1145 
the monophage components which are being replaced, and the purity, impurity and 1146 
contamination profiles of the monophage components are comparable (see under comparability 1147 
in  Definitions section).   1148 

• New analytical procedures required by the nature of the update are described (e.g. 1149 
discontinuation of assays for monophage components which are being replaced, and 1150 
introduction of corresponding new assays for substitute monophage components), and apart 1151 
from such changes, the existing analytical procedures are minimally affected by the product 1152 
update. 1153 

• The substitute monophage components do not exhibit interactions with other monophage 1154 
components employed in the product which may adversely impact product quality, safety, 1155 
efficacy and stability. 1156 

• The specifications for the parental product remain appropriate to ensure the quality also of the 1157 
updated product. It is recognised that product updates may require modification, elimination or 1158 
addition of specification tests (e.g. addition of test for new impurity, or exchange of tests for 1159 
removed monophage components with tests for substitute monophage components); such 1160 
changes to specifications may be considered non-substantial, if justified by the nature of the 1161 
product update. Tightening of acceptance criteria and specifications to improve quality are 1162 
generally expected to be acceptable. 1163 

$ Non-binding example of situations where product updates might be considered complex 1164 
and associated changes to manufacturing process(es) might be considered as substantial: 1165 

• The new monophage components are not comparable to the monophage components 1166 
employed in the parental product (see details in main text, subsection on considerations for 1167 
evaluation of the comparability of monophage components and bacteriophage products).   1168 

• The new monophage components are manufactured on new manufacturing lines not 1169 
encompassed by the existing process validation data. 1170 

• The new monophage components cause worsening of the product impurity profile. 1171 

• The new monophage components introduce new potential risks to product quality, safety or 1172 
efficacy which were not present for the parental product (e.g. interactions with other 1173 
monophage components which may be employed in product, resistance to new monophage 1174 
component is associated with antibiotic resistance, etc.). 1175 

• The new monophage components require changes to product composition (e.g. change of 1176 
buffer salts or excipients or other changes to product composition). 1177 
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§ Non-binding guidance examples of minimal data requirements:  1178 

• Description of the monophage components which have been removed from the multiphage 1179 
product. 1180 

• Quality data for the substitute monophage components, with reference to their quality 1181 
standards (e.g. acceptance criteria for process controls, compendial monographs, product 1182 
specifications; see CPP and CQA in Definitions). 1183 

• Quality data for any new monophage components, with reference to their quality standards 1184 
(e.g. acceptance criteria for process controls, compendial monographs, product specifications; 1185 
see CPP and CQA in Definitions). 1186 

• Specifications for the updated product (see section 4.2. IIIa.2E. Control tests on finished 1187 
product). 1188 

• The quality documentation which is required to support next product update is revised; for 1189 
example product characteristics, and post approval change management protocol. 1190 

• Scientific justification is provided that the combined changes do not negatively impact quality, 1191 
safety, efficacy and traceability of the product (the risk-based approaches recommended to be 1192 
followed are outlined in section 4.2, quality documentation). 1193 

• Changes to quality characteristics of manufacturing processes and product associated with 1194 
and/or triggered by the product update are described (see under CPP, CQA and QTPP in 1195 
Definitions). 1196 

• Batch-to-batch consistency for manufacture and stability of the updated product is documented 1197 
based on three commercial-scale batches (expected that stability data can be submitted post-1198 
authorisation). 1199 

• Stability studies for updated product can be provided post-authorisation, if justified. 1200 
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